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Unlock a world of exclusive benefits with Oman’s premier CORPORATE PRIVILEGES Unlock a world of exclusive benefits with Oman’s premier CORPORATE PRIVILEGES 
platform by MUMAYIZAT. This private membership offers a plethora of privileges, platform by MUMAYIZAT. This private membership offers a plethora of privileges, 
discounts, and special offers tailored for corporate sector employees. The extensive discounts, and special offers tailored for corporate sector employees. The extensive 
network of MUMAYIZAT spans over network of MUMAYIZAT spans over 800800+ Trade Partners within Oman & soon + Trade Partners within Oman & soon 
within the GCC.within the GCC.    
Whether your part of a startup or a large corporation, in the Whether your part of a startup or a large corporation, in the 
government or private sector, MUMAYIZAT caters to your corporate government or private sector, MUMAYIZAT caters to your corporate 
needs. Our rapidly growing community boasts over needs. Our rapidly growing community boasts over 15,000+15,000+ members  members 
and counting. and counting. 

MUMAYIZAT is proud to collaborate with diverse Omani & Internation-MUMAYIZAT is proud to collaborate with diverse Omani & Internation-
al companies, bridging the gap between nationals and expatriates al companies, bridging the gap between nationals and expatriates 
employed in Oman. The CORPORATE PRIVILEGE MEMBERSHIP is designed employed in Oman. The CORPORATE PRIVILEGE MEMBERSHIP is designed 
to bring financial benefits not only to you but also to your family members.to bring financial benefits not only to you but also to your family members.

EXPERIENCE MUMAYIZAT

MONEY SAVED, IS MONEY EARNED

DISCOUNTS FROM 5% - 80%
+ MANY PRIVILEGES

“MULTI-USER” 
CAN BE USED BY
STAFFS & FAMILY

CUSTOMIZED COMPANY/
BRAND LOGO

VALIDITY 12 MONTHS

MEMBERS
NAME

QR CODE FOR FAST 
TRANSACTIONS


